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ABSTRACT
The 1604 Quanzhou earthquake occurred offshore southeastern China in the
Taiwan Strait and with magnitude estimated ranging from 7.5 to 8.0, which is the
largest earthquake observed in the low seismicity zone of the Taiwan strait for the
last 400 years. According to literature, this earthquake caused several casualties and
severe damage along the coast of southeastern China. Although no document reported the impact of this earthquake on Taiwan, the impact of an earthquake like
the 1604 Quanzhou event is of great concern for the region considering the densely
populated areas on both sides of the Taiwan Strait. In this study, we review the literature and past studies of this earthquake, and we simulate the level of ground shaking
through various models based on past studies. Our results show that the 1604 Quanzhou earthquake had a magnitude of Mw 8.1 with maximum slip of 16 - 20 m on an
asperity, and with an average stress drop of 10 MPa. The comparison of the simulation to the developed response spectra suggests that this earthquake brought a larger
long period motion (< 0.4 Hz) to Taiwan compared to that from the regional recorded
crustal earthquakes. The long period motion from an earthquake in this magnitude
scale warrants attention regarding seismic hazard mitigation for high-rise buildings
for cities across the Taiwan Strait.

1. INTRODUCTION
On 29 December 1604, the Quanzhou earthquake occurred in the southeastern offshore area of Quanzhou, Fujian
Province (Fig. 1) with a magnitude reported in the literature
in the range of 7.5 - 8.0 (Zhang 1981; Xie 1992), making it
the largest earthquake in the Taiwan Strait in history. According to the sparse historical literature, the earthquake
caused several casualties and severe damages in southeastern China, but there is limited information reported for the
Taiwan region. The impact of an earthquake of this kind in
the Taiwan Strait is of great concern for the densely populated metropolitans on both sides of the Taiwan Strait. In
this study, we review the historical literature to constrain the
* Corresponding author
E-mail: yiwun@e-dream.tw

setting of the earthquake, and model this earthquake with
hybrid waveform simulation to give the further implication
on future seismic hazard assessment.
Tectonically, the Taiwan Strait is a foreland basin at the
southeastern continental margin of the Eurasian plate covered by shallow sea water. Chen et al. (2016) investigated
the 3-D shear velocity structure beneath the Taiwan Strait by
jointly inverting Rayleigh and Love wave dispersion measurements. They showed varying crustal thicknesses from
the coastal areas of China to Taiwan mountain belt. In the
central part of the strait, the crustal thickness is thinnest of
about 20 km. The extensional basins, developed during the
Eocene and Miocene, were also imaged as low-velocity
zones. Compared to the highly active convergent region of
Taiwan, the Taiwan Strait is seismically less active in the
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Fig. 1. The historical earthquakes (yellow asterisks) in the Taiwan Strait recorded in the literature. The gray dots indicate the seismicity near Taiwan
region from CWB from 2001 to 2014 with M > 3, and that from seismic catalog of Fujian, China. Red line indicates the associated fault segment
to 1604 Quanzhou earthquake, and black lines are the Fujian littoral fault (FLF) (Cheng et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2018). The focal mechanism is a
strike-slip event with magnitude of 5.8 in the Taiwan Strait from GCMT catalog.

Holocene (Fig. 1). The main pattern of fault distribution
related to the occurrence of the 1604 earthquake might be
associated with the offshore NNE-oriented fault, the Fujian
littoral fault, FLF (Zhang et al. 2018), also known as the Binhai fault system. The FLF is an important active fault belt
that controls the tectonic activity as well as the formation and
evolution of the western strait (Zhan et al. 2004). Most of the
earthquakes in this region have occurred in the crust and had
magnitudes less than Ms 5 (Cai et al. 2015). Figure 1 shows
the seismicity in southeastern China from the seismic catalog
of Cai et al. (2015) for Fujian Province, and in Taiwan region
from Central Weather Bureau for the years of 2001 to 2014
with M > 3.0. Within the Binhai fault system, the background
seismicity is relatively low compared to Taiwan, despite several significant literature-documented historical earthquakes.
Among them, the intensely destructive earthquake with a
magnitude of approximately 8 in 1604 offshore Quanzhou
was the largest event ever documented in this area.
In this study, we review the historical literature and the
past studies for this earthquake. We then present our ground
shaking simulations based on various models constrained on
the information from the historical literature. Ground shaking is simulated with high-frequency and low-frequency
hybrid seismic waveform modeling to the target stations of
the documented damaged cities in southeast China and some
stations within the Taiwan Strait. We compare the simulated
ground shaking to historical intensity reports. We also com-

pare simulated response spectra of the stations in the Taiwan
Strait with developed response spectra from ground motion
prediction equations (GMPE) of NGA-East (PEER 2015)
and crustal earthquakes of Taiwan (Lin et al. 2012). In the
simulation, we consider homogeneous slip and heterogeneous slip fault models with a single asperity. Given many
uncertainties from the 400-year-old historical earthquake,
we consider only a single asperity model for the study to give
a general understanding about the differences of a homogeneous slip distribution model to a heterogeneous slip model.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW OF THE 1604
QUANZHOU EARTHQUAKE
According to modern compiled literature, the associated damage from the 1604 Quanzhou earthquake covered the
region extending for about 1000 km away from the epicentral area (Xie and Cai 1985). The severely damaged regions
were from near Quanzhou County (now Jinjiang area) to
Xinghua County (present-day Putian area), according to the
description by Xie (1992). The original China earthquake
intensity scale listed its intensity from 7 to as high as 9 for
the region, and we translated the description from Xie and
Cai (1985) into English as follow within the double quotation marks. The city of Quanzhou experienced severe damage with intensity 9. “Buildings and other structures, including the Kaiyuan Temple East Tower and Luoyang Bridge,
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were destroyed. The ground cracked in many places, and
fissures opened in Qingyuan Mountain burst with sand, water, and sulfur-smelling gas.” The region of Nanan, although
farther from Quanzhou, was still close to the center of the
fault zone and was also identified as intensity 9. Putian and
Tongan, which are to the north and center of the possible
fault zone, are in the zone with intensity 8. “The gate walls
collapsed, the towers were smashed, and many urban and rural houses were destroyed. There were cracks in the streets,
and water with black sand came through them.” Zhangpu,
located in the southern section of the possible fault zone,
was also in the intensity 8 zone, and reported many damaged and collapsed buildings. “The statue in Xingjiao Temple was damaged; Zhongjiefang and Xianyunfang fell, and
a large hole opened around the Nancheng Gate, and black
sand and water poured out.” In the middle region farther
from the fault zone, where the earthquake’s intensity was
7, Anxi had deformed mountains and rivers. Fuzhou, in the
north, was also reported to have intensity 7. People there felt
the strong shaking of the initial quake and continued shaking at night. “Many buildings tilted, and people who feared
the walls would collapse ran out and stayed outside.” Some
minor damage was reported in Huian, which felt the shaking
and some aftershocks. The coastal line of Pingtan subsided,
according to a Pingtan County historical document.
We extrapolate/interpolate the historical intensities of
the towns to the contour lines to indicate the historical intensity, which we further compare to the simulated intensity.
Since the original intensity scale described in 1604
might be different from the current model intensity scale,
GAQSIQ and SAC (2008) sought to classify the historical China earthquake intensity scale to the equivalent peak
ground acceleration (PGA). The reliability of this classification is uncertain, but by correlating the damage reports of
historical and modern earthquakes with instrumental data,
they classified the equivalent conversions of China’s historical earthquake intensities to the PGA as listed in Table 1. The
historical intensity scale levels greater than intensity 7 are
equivalent to PGA > 90 gal. Intensity 8 is PGA > 178 gal; intensity 9 is PGA > 354 gal, and intensity 10 is PGA > 708 gal.
Although the 1604 event occurred offshore, no related
damaging tsunamis were reported. However, the depth of
the water in the bay is shallow, and reports noted that the
local sea surface was abnormally disturbed, the water shaking sharply. Further descriptions in neighboring coastal areas include “The mountains and the seas are moving” and
“There are many overturning boats” in the harbor (Huang
et al. 2006).
3. THE BINHAI FAULT AND SEISMICITY
The Binhai fault zone is a right-lateral strike-slip fault
with a thrust component. The total length is about 500 km
(Fig. 1), and 50 to 60 m below sea level (Huang and Wang
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2006; Huang et al. 2006). Huang and Wang (2006) divided
the Binhai fault zone into four sections. (1) Pingtan’s overseas section is 55 km long, extending to the southwest. (2)
The overseas section of Quanzhou is 100 km long with a
steep dip angle; the north middle section extends to the
northeast, and the south section extends to the southwest.
(3) The overseas section of Kinmen is 90 km long and extends to the southwest. (4) Dongshan Overseas Section is
100 km long. Zhang et al. (2020) also mapped strike-slip
fault segments in the southwest of the Taiwan Strait by using seismic reflection profiles.
Several studies reported additional historically significant earthquakes from the Binhai fault zone, namely the M
> 6.5 event in 1185, M ~6.2 in 1574, M ~6.2 in 1600, M
~6.3 in 1906, and M ~7.3 in 1918, as shown in Fig. 1 (Ding
et al. 1989; DEDP 1995; Guo et al. 2015), although the
region is considered seismically less active. Figure 1 also
shows seismicity for M > 3 from the modern observations of
the seismic catalogue in the Fujian province between 2001
and 2014. The focal depth distribution is approximately between 0 and 10 km. Few events are inland, while most of
the seismicity in the region is associated with the Binhai
fault zone with predominantly strike-slip faulting (Sun et al.
2012; Cai et al. 2015).
4. CONSTRUCTION OF FAULT MODELS AND
SOURCE PARAMETERS FOR GROUND
MOTION SIMULATION
Previous studies (Xie 1992; Huang et al. 2006) suggested the magnitude of the 1604 earthquake could be about
M 7.5 to M 8.0, with a focal depth of about 5 to 10 km. The
estimated epicenter location is in the region of about 24.6
- 25.0°N, 118.9 - 119.5°E. The focal mechanisms and the
locations of this earthquake from previous studies (Zhang
1981; Wu 1988; Huang et al. 2006) are shown in Fig. 2. In
this study, we consider a focal depth of 10 km by considering background seismicity, and for the epicenter location,
we consider the study of Huang et al. (2006) (Fig. 2).
4.1 Fault Model with Homogeneous Slip
We consider the focal mechanisms reported from previous studies (Fig. 2), and summarize them in Table 2. The
length of the fault is considered to be 250 km according to
the scaling law of Wells and Coppersmith (1994) for Mw
8.0. We placed the location of the fault model according to
the geological fault structure. Considering the dip angles of
the mechanisms in the three models and the depth of the
seismogenic zone, which is 15 km (Cai et al. 2015), the corresponding fault widths of Models A, B, and C are 20, 18.5,
and 15 km, respectively (Table 2). The fault planes are divided into subfaults of 5 km × 5 km, and, thus, the fault
models of A, B, and C have 200, 200, and 150 subfaults,
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Table 1. The conversion of intensity to peak ground acceleration (GAQSIQ and SAC 2008).
Historical Intensity

PGA (cm s-2)

Descriptions

1

Not felt

2

Weak

3

Weak

4

Weak

5

22 - 44

Light

6

45 - 89

Strong

7

90 - 177

Very strong

8

178 - 353

Severe

9

354 - 707

Violent

10

708 - 1414

Extreme

Fig. 2. The historical intensity of 1604 Quanzhou earthquake addressed by Xie (1992). The towns with the damage descriptions denoted by color
triangles are shown. The red asterisks indicate the possible locations and focal mechanisms of the 1604 Quanzhou earthquake from previous studies.
The possible fault segment associated with the 1604 Quanzhou earthquake is shown as red solid line, namely Binhai fault. The target stations for
further seismological simulations in SE China are the stations related to the towns stated in the historical literature with intensity. The contour lines
were made by the extrapolation/interpolation of the historical intensities of the towns. The contour colors indicate the historical intensity which
we further compare to synthetic intensity. The open triangles are the stations within Taiwan Strait. The focal mechanisms of this earthquake from
previous studies (Zhang 1981; Wu 1988; Huang et al. 2006) are also shown.
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Table 2. The parameters of the fault models with homogeneous slip.
Model A

Model B

Model C

Strike (°)

36

36

38

38

52

52

Dip, δ (°)

49

49

54

54

90

90

Rake (°)

150

150

171

171

166

166

Mw

7.7

8.1

7.7

8.0

7.5

7.9

Fault length, L (km)

250

250

250

250

250

250

Lower depth of fault, Hd (km)

15

15

15

15

15

15

Fault width, W (km)

20

20

18.5

18.5

15

15

Stress drop, Δσ (MPa)

3.0

10.0

3.0

10.0

3.0

10.0

Average slip, D (m)

3.14

10.47

2.91

9.69

2.35

7.85

Fault area, S (km )

5000

5000

4625

4625

3750

3750

M0 (N·m)

4.71E + 20

1.57E + 21

4.03E + 20

1.34E + 21

2.64E + 20

8.83E + 21

Seismic moment of subfault (N·m)

2.36E + 18

7.85E + 18

2.02E + 18

6.70E + 18

1.76E + 18

5.89E + 18

2

respectively (Fig. 2). We assume average stress drops of 3
and 10 MPa, as the values most frequently obtained in earthquakes (Kanamori and Anderson 1975; Allmann and Shearer 2009), were considered for each fault model. Thus, in total, 6 models were made for the ground motion simulations.
The amount of slip on the fault was determined by using the relationship of the strike-slip fault model to stress
drop as Δσ = 2/π × μ × D/W (Irikura and Miyake 2001;
Irikura 2004), where Δσ is the average stress drop, and μ is
the shear modulus (set to 3 × 1010 Pa). With the width of the
fault, W, determined above, we estimated the average slip,
D, of the homogeneous slip model of these 6 fault models.
The seismic moments (M0) of each model were calculated
using M0 = μ × S × D, where S is the area of the fault, and the
corresponding seismic moment magnitude (Mw) is obtained
from Mw = 2/3 logM0 - 6.1 for M0 in Nm. The source parameters obtained for the average stress drop of 3 and 10 MPa
are listed in Table 2.
4.2 Fault Model with Heterogeneous Slip with a Single
Asperity
For a fault model with heterogeneous slip, we consider the model with one asperity. The setting of the asperity
model, we follow Irikura and Miyake (2001) and Irikura
(2004) for inner and outer source parameters. The inner parameters refer to the source parameters for the asperity, such
as the asperity area, the average slip and the stress drop.
We consider the area with a slip (Da) twice the average slip as asperity, and following Somerville et al. (1999)
and Lee et al. (2016) the asperity area Sa is 22% of the total area (S) based on observations from earthquakes from
California and Taiwan. Although there can be multiple asperities distributed within the fault plane, for simplification

due to many uncertainties from this 400-year-old historical
earthquake, we consider only a single asperity for our heterogeneous model. According to the intensity map shown
in Fig. 2, we placed the asperity for each fault model near
the region with largest reported intensity. For the asperity
model, we only consider the case with an average stress drop
of 10 MPa, as we will show later that the results for 3 MPa
underestimate the scale of intensity compared to the historical intensity distribution.
The stress drop (Δσa) of the asperity was scaled according to the average stress drop, Δσ, of 10 MPa as Δσa =
(S/Sa)⋅Δσ. With the seismic moment of the asperity (based
on Sa and Da), the corresponding source parameters for the
asperity and the background area are listed in Table 3.
5. GROUND MOTION SIMULATION
The seismic waveforms of the low-frequency and highfrequency components are simulated separately, and combined to obtain the broadband seismic time series and the
corresponding acceleration responses in the hybrid simulation. The sampling rate of the time series is 20 points per
second. The cutoff frequency in a hybrid simulation between
low and high frequencies is set to be 3 Hz in our models, after the sensitivity test of cutoff frequency by comparing the
synthetic response spectra with the GMPE predicted ones.
The response spectra usually drop dramatically in 1 - 3 Hz in
the high-frequency simulation due to its limit in simulation
while using 1 Hz as the cutoff frequency. For the low frequency simulation method (< 3 Hz), we used the FrequencyWavenumber (F-K) algorithm by Zhu and Rivera (2002).
For the high frequency part (> 3 Hz), we used the EXSIM
(Stochastic Finite-Fault Ground-Motion Simulation Algorithm) (Boore 1983; Motazedian and Atkinson 2005), which
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is available on the SCEC (Southern California Earthquake
Center) broadband strong motion simulation platform.
In the F-K simulation, the Green’s functions were
based on the subfaults of the fault models stated above. The
1-D velocity structure in the F-K simulation was converted
from 3-D P-wave and S-wave velocities in the Taiwan Strait
region of Chen et al. (2016) by averaging them over depth
(Table 4). The point source of the unit seismic moment of
each subfault was made by dividing the total moment of
each fault model with its number of subfaults (Table 2). We
consider an average rupture speed of 2.4 km s-1, based on
80% of the average shear-wave velocity of 3 km s-1. A uniformly distributed variation of ±0.4 km s-1 was applied to the
average rupture speed of 2.4 km s-1 for the forward simulation. The source time function was set as a trapezoid with a
rise time of 2.91 seconds. The rise time was calculated from
the formula of rupture speed and the width of the subfault
following Irikura and Miyake (2001) and Irikura (2004).
In the EXSIM simulation, the parameters for the highfrequency simulation are the stress drop, fmax, quality factor, and the attenuation of geometrical spreading. The stress
drop is considered as the same in the low-frequency simulation, and the fmax is 50 Hz. Due to the lower seismic activity
in the Taiwan Strait, the attenuation of geometrical spreading was set as the setting for eastern North America as the
stable continent (Atkinson and Boore 1998). The quality
factor is a function of frequency, Q = afb, with a = 117 and b
= 0.77, for Taiwan (Roumelioti and Beresnev 2003).
We set up target stations according to the towns named
in the historical documents. Taking the historical intensity
distribution proposed by Xie (1992) (Fig. 2), we consider
nine stations in the coastal area of southeast China: QUA
and NAN (intensity 9); PUT and ZHA (intensity 8); FUZ,
DEH, NAX, and PIN (intensity 7); and NAP (intensity 6)
(Table 5). In order to understand the possible ground shaking of the historical significant earthquake in the region near
Taiwan, we set three more stations on the islands west offshore of Taiwan—HUA, MAT, and KIN. These three stations are in the Taiwan Strait and are used for comparison to
the response spectra of NGA-East (PEER 2015), and crustal
earthquakes in Taiwan (Lin et al. 2012), while the stations
in southeast China related to historical intensity sites are
used for simulated and historical intensity comparison.
Figure 3 shows a synthetic seismogram at the station
QUA as an example from Model A (homogeneous slip
with stress drop of 3 MPa). The PGA is obtained from the
maximum value of the simulated acceleration time series
from the three components. The PGA values are converted
to historical earthquake intensities according to the tables
listed in the China Earthquake Intensity scale (GAQSIQ and
SAC 2008) and is carried out for all the historical-site stations for the comparison to the literature-reported intensities
(Table 1). For the stations in the Taiwan Strait, the simulated
accelerograms were furtherly converted to response spectra

for the comparison to the developed acceleration response
spectra from NGA-East and Taiwan crustal earthquakes.
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 Comparison of the Simulated Intensity to Literature
Intensity
Figures 4a and b show the comparison of the simulated
intensity map (shown by stations) to the literature-stated intensity (shown by contours) for the stress drops of 3 and 10
MPa, respectively, for the homogeneous fault Models A, B,
and C. The average slips for the homogeneous models are
about 2 - 3 m for 3 MPa, and 7 - 10 m for 10 MPa fault models (Table 2). For the model with a stress drop of 3 MPa,
most of the stations are with the simulated intensity 6, much
smaller than the historical intensity. Although the maximum intensity reaches 7 in all models, none of the simulated intensities can match the literature intensity. Although
the factors of site amplification were not considered in the
simulated intensity, the general difference in about an order
less to the observed intensity, for this case, might not relate
to the local site amplification. For the fault model with the
stress drop of 10 MPa, the overall intensity distribution of
Models A, B, and C is similar. Most of the regions have a
reported intensity of 7 or higher. However, some stations
further inland have simulated intensities 8 or 9, which are
higher than their corresponding historical intensities of 7 or
8. To understand how well the simulated intensities match
the reported intensities, we mark stations with comparable
intensities in Fig. 4b. There are generally only about three
stations with simulated intensities comparable to reported
intensities from Models A, B, and C. The comparison from
the fault model with homogeneous slip suggests a high
stress drop of about 10 MPa is necessary to explain the historical distributed intensity, however some inland stations
are overestimated by one intensity level. This suggests a
heterogeneous slip model might be necessary to explain the
pattern of historical intensity map.
As the results from the 3 MPa of homogeneous slip
models underestimates the reported intensity, for heterogeneous slip models with one asperity, we consider only the
case of with an average stress drop of 10 MPa. For the average stress drop of 10 MPa with one asperity, the stress drop
in the asperity is 45.5 MPa, and for the rest of the fault, it
is about 7 MPa. The amount of slip in the asperity is about
16 - 21 m, with the slip in the rest of the fault area of about
7 - 8 m (Table 3). Figure 5 shows the comparison of the
simulated intensity to the reported intensities for Models A,
B, and C, respectively. With the same average stress drop
of 10 MPa from homogeneous fault model (Fig. 4b), the
one asperity model with an average stress drop of 10 MPa
(Fig. 5) shows a simulated intensity pattern more similar to
the historical intensity map. It shows larger intensity for the
stations near the coast close to the fault with the asperity
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Table 3. The parameters of the fault models with heterogeneous slip
model of one asperity.
Model A

Model B

Model C

Mw

8.1

8.0

7.9

Average stress drop (MPa)

10

10

10

Table 4. 1-D velocity structure for the interval of every 5 km of the Taiwan Strait estimated from 3D velocity tomography of Chen et al. (2016).
Depth (km)

Vs (km s-1)

Vp (km s-1)

0

3.08

5.33

5

3.18

5.51

10

3.43

5.94

15

3.52

6.10

20

3.68

6.37

25

3.80

6.59

30

3.93

6.80

35

4.04

6.99

40

4.13

7.16

45

4.23

7.32

50

4.32

7.48

55

4.40

7.63

60

4.50

7.79

65

4.60

7.96

70

4.72

8.17

Asperity
Average slip Da (m)

20.94

19.38

15.70

Sa/S

0.22

0.22

0.22

Area Sa (km2)

1100

1017.5

825

Width Wa (km)

10

10

10

Seismic moment M0a (N·m)

6.91E + 20

5.92E + 20

3.89E + 20

Stress drop Δσa (MPa)

45.5

45.5

45.5

Background
Average slip Db (m)

7.51

6.91

7.74

Area Sb (km2)

3900

3607.5

2925

Seismic moment M0b (N·m)

8.79E + 20

7.48E + 20

4.94E + 20
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Table 5. The information of target stations. Stations (HUA, MAT,
and KIN) which did not have historical records are compared the
acceleration spectrum. Other stations with historical intensity are
compared with the synthetic intensity.
stations

latitude

Longitude

Historical intensity

HUA

23.410

119.320

-

MAT

26.152

119.946

-

KIN

24.491

118.439

-

QUA

24.906

118.587

9

NAN

24.960

118.386

9

PUT

25.454

119.008

8

NAX

25.056

118.186

7

ZHA

24.117

117.614

8

FUZ

26.075

119.297

7

DEH

25.491

118.241

7

PIN

24.364

117.315

7

NAP

26.642

118.176

6
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. An example shows the three components low frequency (< 3 Hz) and high frequency (> 3 Hz) hybrid (a) waveforms, and (b) acceleration
spectra for the station of Quanzhou (QUA) for an average of stress drop 3 MPa.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. The fault models with homogeneous slip, and comparison of the simulated intensity to literature intensity with focal mechanisms of Model
A with 200 subfaults, Model B with 200 subfault, and Model C with 150 subfaults. The red asterisk indicates the epicenter of 1604 Quanzhou
earthquake of from Huang et al. (2006). The contour lines present the historical intensity distribution with the comparison of the simulated intensity
for the stations (tringles with color correspond to the intensity) on the towns literature stated intensity for stress drop of (a) 3 MPa and (b) 10 MPa,
respectively. The stations with a blue circle around are those who match the value of the literature intensity shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding
historical intensity with PGA values for target stations in Taiwan Strait are also shown.

Fig. 5. The same as Fig. 4, but, for the fault model with heterogeneous slip of one asperity (the subfaults in pink) with focal mechanisms of Model
A with 200 subfaults, Model B with 200 subfaults, and Model C with 150 subfaults. The red asterisk indicates the epicenter of 1604 Quanzhou
earthquake of from Huang et al. (2006). The contour lines present the historical intensity distribution with the comparison of the simulated intensity
for the stations (tringles with color correspond to the intensity) for the towns literature stated intensity for an average stress drop of 10 MPa. The
stations with a blue circle around are those who match the value of the literature intensity shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding historical intensity
with PGA values for target stations in Taiwan Strait are also shown.
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and lower intensity away from the location of the asperity,
although no station reaches an intensity 9 in any model. We
also marked the matching stations in Fig. 5. Although only
small number of stations can match the reported intensity,
Model C has most matching stations among the three models. With limited information on the scaling of the historical
intensity to PGA and possible local site effects, it is difficult to evaluate which focal mechanism of Models A, B,
and C is the best. If we consider only a simple comparison
in simulated and historical intensities, Model C might provide the best focal mechanism for its better explanation of
the historical intensities. Furthermore, heterogeneous slip
models with more concentrated high-amplitude slip and
higher stress drops near Quanzhou are necessary to reach
intensity 9. However, due to uncertainties on PGA scaling
to historical intensities and limited information of local site
effects, we do not intend to make further comparisons. The
comparisons above simply suggest that the 1604 Quanzhou
earthquake required a fault model with a heterogeneous slip
distribution and a comparatively large slip of at least 16 21 m, and an average stress drop of about 10 MPa. With
these settings, the 1604 Quanzhou earthquake would have
had a magnitude of 8.1.
The pattern of the simulated intensities from all models shows that the reported intensities have similar values in
the northeastern and southwestern regions, while the simulated intensities are slightly higher in the northeastern than
southwestern sites. In the simulation, we set up the position of the fault according to the fault trace shown in Fig. 2,
and the epicenter is placed at the southern part of the fault.
The combination of fault position and directivity might explain the higher intensities to the northeast than southwest
of Quanzhou. It is possible that the true position of the fault
and asperity was further southwest than the position used in
the models.

6.2 Synthetic Hybrid Acceleration Waveforms and
Response Spectra
To justify the synthetic hybrid accelerations waveforms, we compared the synthetic response spectra of the
three stations in the Taiwan Strait to the response spectra
derived from NGA-East (PEER 2015) and those from crustal earthquakes in Taiwan (Lin et al. 2012). The three-component synthetic hybrid acceleration waveforms for three
target stations (HUA, MAT, KIN) in the Taiwan Straits
for stress drops of 3 and 10 MPa, and the 10 MPa model
with asperity are shown in Figs. S1 to S3 (supplementary
file), respectively. The waveforms obtained for the models from three focal mechanisms (A, B, and C) are similar,
with only minor differences in amplitude. We calculated the
response spectra with 5% damping ratio of the two horizontal synthetic waveforms of the proposed models, then took
their geometric mean to compare with the GMPE predicted
ones. Figure 6 shows the acceleration response spectra of
three Taiwan Strait stations (HUA, MAT, KIN) with stress
drops of 3 and 10 MPa, and 10 MPa with a single asperity for Model C. Similar comparisons for Models A and B
are shown in the supplementary materials as Figs. S4 and
S5, respectively. The response spectra derived from NGAEast (PEER 2015) and the crustal earthquakes in Taiwan
(Lin et al. 2012) were also shown for comparison with
their corresponding magnitudes and distances. The simulated response spectra of all models in higher frequency
(> 0.4 Hz) component has similar pattern with Taiwanese
crustal earthquakes. For the longer period motion with frequencies less than 0.4 Hz, the simulated response spectra are
larger than the derived response spectra of NGA-East and
Taiwanese crustal earthquakes. The reason for this discrepancy is possibly due to the general problem for the lack of
the observations in long period motion used in the GMPEs

Fig. 6. The acceleration response spectrum comparisons of three Taiwan Strait stations HUA, MAT, and KIN for Model C. The response spectra are
for the homogeneous slip models of stress drop of 3 MPa (blue) and 10 MPa (red), and the heterogeneous one asperity for an average stress drop of
10 MPa (green). The derived response spectra from NGA-East (dashed lines) and those from Taiwan crustal earthquakes (solid lines) for the corresponding magnitudes with smaller magnitudes in gray and larger magnitude in black are also shown.
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of both NGA-East and Taiwanese crustal earthquakes. The
GMPE model for Taiwanese crustal earthquakes include
events with magnitude only up to Mw 7.6, which is the magnitude of the largest crustal event (the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake) in Taiwan. Although the GMPE model of NGA-East
considered the range of magnitude from 5.0 to 8.0 in their
study, the model was obtained by scaling the ground motions in the NGA-West2 GMPEs (Boore et al. 2013) with
regional modification factors from hybrid ground motion
simulation. The range of magnitude in the NGA-West2
GMPEs is up to M 7.9 (the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake).
However, this comparison draws attention to the generation of long period motions for an event of this magnitude,
and, thus, the importance of the seismic hazard assessment
for the long period motions in this region. Although with
large uncertainties in the models, this comparison suggests
the possible generation of long period motions in most of
the stations. For the station HUA, closest to Taiwan, the response spectra show that spectral acceleration with a period
of about 2 seconds could be up to 0.2 - 0.3 g. It is therefore
necessary to consider ground motion for an event of this
kind in the Taiwan Strait for long-period seismic hazard
analysis in western Taiwan. Despite the uncertainties for
historical earthquake, our results highlight the importance
of including the western offshore faults into seismic hazard
assessments for Taiwan, especially for long-period motion.
6.3 Potential Tsunami Hazard
According to the historical literature, no tsunami damage but only the disturbance of the local sea level at the
southeast coast of China was reported. The only disturbance
of sea level along the coast of Taiwan associated with the
1604 Quanzhou earthquake was near the coast of Hsinchu,
Taiwan, with a reported tsunami height of about 0 - 1 m
(Ye et al. 1993). Ma and Lee (1997) considered an event
offshore northwestern Taiwan with reverse faulting (strike:
240, dip: 30, rake: 90) to evaluate the possible maximal tsunami height near the coast of Hsinchu. Their results showed
that the maximal tsunami height could reach about 0.2 and
1 m near the coast of Hsinchu for events of Mw 7.5 and
8.0, respectively, from the events in southeastern coast of
China (northwestern offshore of Taiwan). Wu et al. (2015)
found the maximum tsunami height of about 0.3 m at the
coast of Hsinchu using a source model similar to Model B
with magnitude of Mw 7.9. The estimated tsunami heights
from Ma and Lee (1997) and Wu et al. (2015) are similar
to the recorded disturbance of the sea surface in 1604. The
tsunami height of the 1604 Quanzhou earthquake can be
up to 100 cm if its focal mechanism is closer to reverse
type. According to section 6.1, the comparison of the simulated intensity with the literature intensity suggests the focal mechanism of the 1604 Quanzhou earthquake is more
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similar to a pure strike-slip type mechanism. Considering
that the strike-slip fault systems usually produce smaller
vertical displacement of the seafloor than reverse faults, the
tsunami height of the 1604 Quanzhou earthquake might be
smaller than 100 cm. However, further studies for tsunami
hazard from large earthquakes in the Taiwan Strait are necessary due to the uncertainties of the literature intensity of
the 1604 Quanzhou earthquake.
7. CONCLUSION
From the comparison of the simulated intensities to
historical intensities, the waveform simulations suggest that
the 1604 earthquake has a fault rupture with localized large
slip of 16 - 20 m (asperity), with an average stress drop of
10 MPa and a magnitude Mw 8.1. Due to the uncertainties
in scaling of the historical intensity to modern PGA, and
limited information on possible site effects on ground motions, our study focuses on the compilation of the historic
literature and past studies of the 1604 earthquake with basic
rupture modeling using hybrid waveform modeling. The
comparison of the simulated response spectra to that from
GMPEs suggests that this earthquake will result in a larger
long period motion (< 0.4 Hz) to Taiwan compared to that
from the regional crustal earthquakes. The large long-period motions bring the attention to the seismic hazard assessment across the Taiwan Strait for the metropolitans with
dense population.
8. DATA AND RESOURCES
The historical documents stated in this study is from the
archive of Department of Earthquake Disaster Prevention,
China Earthquake Administration (DEDP 1995) for the Directory of historical strong earthquakes in China from 23rd
Century B.C. to 1991 A.D. The historical intensity scale is
from General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of the P. R. C. and Standardization
Administration of the P. R. C. (GAQSIQ and SAC 2008) for
the study of the Chinese seismic intensity scale.
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